Background {#Sec1}
==========

Feature selection approaches can be roughly categorized into filter-based methods \[[@CR1]\], wrapper-based methods \[[@CR2]\] and embedded methods \[[@CR3]\]. Filter-based methods perform feature selection independently from the learning process. On the other hand, wrapper-based and embedded methods combine feature selection and the learning process in order to select an optimal subset of features. This combined process usually requires the use of nested cross validation procedure which may lead to increased computational cost and possible overfit, especially when a small number of observations is available, which is often the case in gene expression datasets. Therefore, we focus on filter-based feature selection approaches in this paper.

A challenge in gene expression studies is the identification of discriminative genes, which may be later used as predictors (inputs) to classification models. Removing irrelevant features may lead to improved accuracy and increased interpretability of the classification model. However, this task is challenging, especially when data have temporal characteristics. Various feature selection approaches have been developed for microarray data \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. However, most of these methods cannot handle multivariate temporal data without data flattening, which is the process that transforms a temporal data into a single matrix and results in loss of temporal information.

Several feature selection approaches for temporal data have been proposed recently. For instance, \[[@CR7]\] proposed a margin-based feature selection approach for temporal data, where the original feature space was transformed into weighted feature space to perform optimization in order to maximize temporal margin in this weighted feature space. However, redundancy among features was not considered. Following the same intuition, in \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] authors proposed an approach, where they project the data to another space to learn new features (factors or principal component). However, the methods are for dimension reduction, rather than feature selection which is our focus in this paper. The Multi-task Lasso method \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] employs group lasso regularization based on the *L* ~2,1~-norm penalty for feature selection, thus ensuring all regression models at different time points to share a common set of features. This method removes redundant features by reducing their weights (coefficients) to zero but the approach belongs to the embedded feature selection methods (the search for an optimal subset of features is built into the classifier construction) rather than filter-type methods.

A special group of filter-based feature selection approaches tends to simultaneously select highly predictive but uncorrelated features. An example is the Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (mRMR) algorithm developed for feature selection of microarray data \[[@CR12]\]. It tends to select a subset of features having the most correlation with a class (relevance) and the least correlation between themselves (redundancy). In this algorithm, the features are ranked according to the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criteria. Relevance can be calculated by using the F-statistic (for continuous features) or mutual information (for discrete features) and redundancy can be calculated by using Pearson correlation coefficient (for continuous features) or mutual information (for discrete features). In \[[@CR13]\] authors proposed the MIFS-ND algorithm, which selects features according to the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criteria by using an optimization algorithm known as Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II \[[@CR14]\]. When selecting features, instead of using the calculated values for relevance and redundancy (e.g., F-statistic and Pearson correlation coefficient), authors used domination count and dominated count, which account for the rank in the sorted list of calculated relevance and the rank in the sorted list of calculated redundancy, respectively. In \[[@CR15]\], authors proposed an approach, where they select one representative gene from each group/cluster with the objective that the selected genes are jointly discriminative. This approach requires features to be previously clustered based on correlation or domain knowledge (e.g., molecular functions, gene ontology, etc.). By clustering genes this algorithm prevents selection of redundant features. All these algorithms tend to select highly predictive uncorrelated features and require a preprocessing approach to perform temporal data flattening.

In this paper, we propose a temporal minimum redundancy - maximum relevance (TMRMR) feature selection approach, which is able to handle multivariate temporal data without data flattening. We preserve the idea of maximum relevance and minimum redundancy criteria \[[@CR12]\] but we change evaluation procedure for relevance and redundancy. In the proposed approach, we compute the relevance of a gene by averaging the F-statistic values calculated across individual time steps, and redundancy between genes by using the dynamical time warping (DTW) approach. The proposed methodology, tested on three temporal gene expression datasets from viral studies, outperforms the alternatives used in this study.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

mRMR algorithm and data flattening {#Sec3}
----------------------------------

The mRMR is a feature selection approach that tends to select features with a high correlation with the class (output) and a low correlation between themselves. For continuous features, the F-statistic can be used to calculate correlation with the class (relevance) and the Pearson correlation coefficient can be used to calculate correlation between features (redundancy). Thereafter, features are selected one by one by applying a greedy search to maximize the objective function, which is a function of relevance and redundancy. Two commonly used types of the objective function are MID (Mutual Information Difference criterion) and MIQ (Mutual Information Quotient criterion) representing the difference or the quotient of relevance and redundancy, respectively. For temporal data, mRMR feature selection approach requires some preprocessing techniques that flatten temporal data into a single matrix in advance. This may result in a loss of possibly important information among temporal data (such as temporal order information). A common way for data flattening used as a preprocessing step to mRMR is depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 1Data flattening commonly used as a preprocessing step to the mRMR

TMRMR algorithm {#Sec4}
---------------

In this study, we preserve the idea of the mRMR algorithm by maximizing the objective function, which includes relevance and redundancy, but we adapt it to handle multivariate temporal data without flattening (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 2The proposed approach for calculation of relevance and redundancy for temporal data
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By using Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}, we quantify correlation of a gene *g* ~*j*~ with a class at each time step *t*. Thereafter, we calculate the overall relevance of the gene *g* ~*j*~ (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) by averaging relevance (F-statistic) values calculated for all time steps. Here, it should be noted that relevance calculated in this way differs from relevance calculated on flattened data. For instance, it may happen that for some phenotype 1 expression values for a certain gene have increasing trend (let say from 0 to 1) and for phenotype 2 symmetric decreasing trend (from 1 to 0). In this case, data flattening may lead to low inter-class variance and therefore to low relevance. On the other hand, relevance calculated by using Eqs. (1)-(2) should be able capture the different trends of gene expression data for the two phenotypes.

In the proposed approach for temporal feature selection we calculate redundancy by using DTW, which is an efficient algorithm for measuring similarity between two temporal sequences that may vary in time or speed. DTW uses "elastic" alignment and is able to capture similarity between curves even if they are out of phase in time (in such cases Euclidean and Manhattan distance measures, which align corresponding time points, would fail to detect similarity).

An issue with the mRMR algorithm is the possible selection of irrelevant features, which is possible especially in the first few iterations of the algorithm. For instance, based on the MIQ criterion the second feature may be selected simply because it is totally different from the first one (feature with the highest relevance) although it may be irrelevant. Thereafter, this problem is further propagated since a selected irrelevant feature affects selection of the next ones. In order to solve this issue, we introduced hyperparameter *α*, which controls the number of the top relevant features (according to the average F-statistic value calculated by using Eqs. (1)-(2)) included in the feature selection process. This means that we choose the next non-redundant feature from only the top *α* *G* relevant genes (where *G* is the total number of genes). For each two genes *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~, belonging to the group of the *α* *G* most relevant features, we calculate *N*×*N* distance matrix *D* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) whose elements represent DTW distances between rows in matrices *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~ (e.g., *D* ~*pq*~ represents DTW distance between *p*th row in matrix *g* ~*i*~ and *q*th row in matrix *g* ~*j*~). After computing the distance matrix *D* we calculate redundancy by using one of the following two approaches: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} *R* ~*c*~ represents redundancy calculated by using DTW distances between every pair of rows in matrices *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~, while in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} *R* ~*m*~ represents redundancy calculated by using only DTW distances between corresponding rows in matrices *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~.

Although DTW is able to capture similarity between curves that are out of phase in time it may fail to capture similarity between curves fluctuating in a similar manner but with different offsets and amplitudes. For instance, one signal may fluctuate with amplitude between 5 and 10, while another signal may fluctuate in a similar manner but with larger amplitude between 30 and 40. In order to deal with this issue, prior to evaluation of distance matrix *D* for each pair of genes *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~, all gene expression temporal sequences were normalized by the z-score normalization (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) which is often used as a preprocessing step to DTW \[[@CR17]--[@CR19]\]: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *g* ~*i*,*p*~ is a time series corresponding to *i*th gene and *p*th observation (patient), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${{\bar {g}}_{i,p}}$\end{document}$ and *σ* ~*i*,*p*~ are the average value and standard deviation of this time series. Z-score normalization 'translates' gene expression time series to fluctuate around the same (zero) offset and removes differences in amplitudes. Thereafter, the gene expression time series differ only in shape which is exactly what we are interested in when calculating redundancy.

After the normalization of gene expression temporal sequences, for each pair of genes *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~ distance matrix *D* is calculated. Each entry of *D* is calculated by using DTW approach: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *d* *t* *w*() is the function which calculates the DTW distance between temporal sequences *g* ~*i*,*p*~ and *g* ~*j*,*q*~.

As in mRMR \[[@CR12]\], the proposed algorithm starts by selecting one feature (gene) having the largest relevance calculated by using Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}. Thereafter, algorithm performs greedy search and adds one feature in each iteration according to the MIQ criterion: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *S* is a subset of already selected genes extended with gene *g* ~*k*~ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\left | S \right |$\end{document}$ is the number of features in *S*, *F* is the average F-statistic value across different time steps (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), and *R* is either *R* ~*c*~ (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) or *R* ~*m*~ (Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}). Depending on the choice of the redundancy measure (*R* ~*c*~ or *R* ~*m*~), in this paper we propose two versions of the TMRMR algorithm: (1) TMRMR-C, using *R* ~*c*~ as a measure of redundancy and (2) TMRMR-M, using *R* ~*m*~ as a measure of redundancy. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the pseudo-code of the proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M algorithms. Fig. 3Pseudo code of TMRMR-M and TMRMR-C feature selection algorithms

Solution to the optimization problem given in Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} requires *O*(*α* *G* *m*) computational complexity, where *m* is the number of genes selected. Taking into account that the computational complexity of the DTW algorithm is *O*(*T* ^2^) then the total time complexities of the TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M algorithms are *O*(*α* *G* *m* *T* ^2^ *N* ^2^) and *O*(*α* *G* *m* *T* ^2^ *N*), respectively. Both proposed algorithms require more computational complexity than the original mRMR algorithm whose computational complexity is *O*(*G* *m* *T* *N*) for the temporal gene expression dataset. However, in cases where it is necessary to reduce execution time of the proposed algorithms (e.g. datasets with large number of time points *T*), their computational complexity may be reduced through parameter *α*. In addition, we can further speed up the proposed algorithms by utilizing an approximate DTW that has a linear time complexity \[[@CR20]\], however, it is out of the current manuscript's scope.

Implementation {#Sec5}
--------------

Both, the TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M algorithms are implemented by using MATLAB software. DTW is implemented by using dynamic time warping package \[[@CR21]\]. Our software takes as input a set of temporally aligned gene expression data and provides the ranked list of the top genes as the output. The number of genes to be selected is specified by a user. Source code is freely available at: <https://github.com/radovicmiloskg/TMRMR.git>.

Results and discussion {#Sec6}
======================

Dataset description {#Sec7}
-------------------

In this study, we evaluated the proposed feature selected approach by comparing it with alternatives on three independent gene expression datasets from human viral challenge studies \[[@CR22]\]. These datasets contain gene expression data for 17, 20 and 19 human volunteers, who were infected with H3N2 influenza, rhinovirus (HRV) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), respectively. A summary of the datasets is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1Description of gene expression datasetsDataset\# Genes\# Samples (symptomatic/No of time pointsasymptomatic)H3N21202317 (9/8)16HRV1202320 (10/10)14RSV1202319 (9/10)21

In each dataset, subjects were classified based on severity of reaction to infection into "symptomatic" and "asymptomatic" groups. In particular, symptoms were recorded twice daily and classified based on modified Jackson Score \[[@CR23]\]. Patients with a modified Jackson score larger than or equal to 6 over the quarantine period were denoted as "symptomatic". Gene expression measurements were collected temporally, starting at baseline (24 hours prior to inoculation with virus) and thereafter at a certain time points following experimental procedure which is described in detail in \[[@CR22]\], making a total of 16, 14 and 21 time-point measurements for H3N2, HRV and RSV datasets, respectively.

Comparison methods {#Sec8}
------------------

We compared the proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M methods with four popular state-of-the-art feature selection approaches, widely used for extraction of the most informative features from gene expression data: **mRMR**: This algorithm tends to select a subset of features having the most correlation with the class (output) and the least correlation between themselves \[[@CR12]\]. It ranks features according to the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criterion which is based on mutual information.**F-statistic**: ANOVA is one of the most widely applied techniques in microarray data analysis \[[@CR24]\]. This approach selects features simply according to the F-statistic value (which is the statistic for ANOVA). It prefers to select features having small intra-class variances and large inter-class variance.**ReliefF**: One of the most successful and most widely used feature selection approaches which is based on the idea that a good feature should have similar values in observations belonging to the same class and different values in observations belonging to different classes \[[@CR25]\]. It choses instances randomly, finds their nearest neighbors from the same and the opposite class(es), and weights features according to their distances (more weight is given to features that discriminate the instances from neighbors of different class(es) and do not discriminate the instances from neighbors of the same class).**Multi-task Lasso (MT-LASSO)**: This method represents one of the state-of-the-art methods for temporal feature selection \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. It employs the group lasso regularization based on the *L* ~2,1~-norm penalty for feature selection, thus ensuring that all regression models at different time points (tasks) share a common set of features. The method is implemented by using the MALSAR software package \[[@CR26]\].

Performance evaluation procedure {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

We evaluated the feature selection approaches by calculating the classification accuracy of the three classifiers: **K-nearest neighbors (KNN)**: Instance-based lazy learning algorithm which predicts the class of a testing observation that is dominant among the K most similar examples (nearest neighbors) in the problem space.**Naive Bayes classifier (NB)**: A probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes' theorem, which is often used for classification of gene expression data \[[@CR12], [@CR27]\].**Support vector machine (SVM)**: A discriminative classifier, which uses a kernel trick to transform the input data space in order to create a separating hyperplane. In this study, we used linear SVM because previous studies have proved its effectiveness in gene expression classification problems \[[@CR28]\].

For evaluation of the three classifiers, the 5-fold cross validation procedure was used, where, in each iteration, observations belonging to the left-out fold were used for testing purposes (test set), while the remaining observations were used for feature selection followed by classifier training (training set). In each iteration of the cross validation procedure we optimized parameters of the classifiers by applying nested 5-fold cross validation procedure on the training set. In this way optimal values of parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$K\in \left \{ 1,3,5,7 \right \}$\end{document}$ for KNN were selected. Here it should be noted that the test data were never used for feature selection and classifiers training (including optimization of classifiers parameters - nested 5-fold cross validation procedure). In addition, the optimal value of the hyperparameter *α* can be estimated in a nested cross-validation procedure. However, due to the fact that datasets used in this study contain a huge number of features (12023) measured in a large number of time points (14-21 depending on a dataset), it was too time consuming to use the nested cross-validation to select the value of *α*. Thus, we simply fixed the *α* parameter to 0.3 in all experiments ensuring that all selected genes come from the pool of the top 30% relevant genes (3610 genes).

All three gene expression datasets used in this study are balanced, and therefore classification accuracy may serve as a good metric for comparison of TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M with other baseline feature selection methods. Prior to feature selection and evaluation, missing values in all three datasets were imputed by linear interpolation. In addition, gene expression values for each gene were normalized to the range \[ 0,1\] by using min-max normalization. All methods were implemented by using MATLAB software.

Classification accuracy on gene expression data {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------

The proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M feature selection approaches were compared with four baseline feature selection algorithms according to the evaluation procedure described in the previous section. By using the 5-fold cross validation procedure, the accuracy of KNN, NB and SVM classifiers was calculated for the top *m*={1,10,20,30,40,50} genes.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the results for the three datasets H3N2, HRV and RSV, respectively. It clearly shows that both TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M methods outperformed alternatives in most cases. More precisely, both TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M algorithms achieved improvement in 34 out of 54 cases when compared to alternatives (with 12 tie results). When comparing the two proposed approaches, TMRMR-C outperformed TMRMR-M in most cases (16-5 in favor of TMRMR-C and 33 tie results). These results reveal that redundancy calculated by using DTW distances between every pair of time series from gene expression matrices (*R* ~*c*~) significantly contributes to prediction accuracy. In addition, we calculated the average accuracy of the three classifiers over all datasets (last row in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). These values show that, on average, both proposed methods outperformed alternatives in all cases (for all classifiers and all *m* values). This indicates that the proposed methods have selected the most discriminative features. Table 2Evaluation of feature selection methods on H3N2, HRV and RSV datasets using the top m genes (values represent classification accuracy)FeatureKNNNBSVMselectionNumber of featuresNumber of featuresNumber of featuresmethod110203040501102030405011020304050H3N2mRMR58.876.582.488.288.288.264.776.576.570.670.676.558.870.664.770.676.588.2F-statistic58.882.488.288.288.294.164.782.488.294.194.194.158.888.288.288.288.2100ReliefF64.747.170.676.582.482.470.652.982.488.288.294.152.970.694.110094.194.1MT-LASSO52.970.676.594.188.210064.770.664.776.582.476.558.882.470.694.1100100TMRMR-C10010010010010010094.110010010010010088.210094.194.194.1100TMRMR-M10010010010010010094.194.110010010010094.110094.194.1100100HRVmRMR40.040.050.060.055.060.035.040.065.060.075.075.035.040.070.065.060.065.0F-statistic40.055.085.075.075.075.035.075.070.070.080.080.030.060.070.085.075.080.0ReliefF45.055.055.055.060.060.050.050.040.050.050.060.055.050.045.050.060.060.0MT-LASSO40.050.050.065.060.060.040.055.060.070.075.075.040.055.050.060.070.075.0TMRMR-C55.080.080.075.085.075.050.075.085.090.085.080.050.075.085.085.075.075.0TMRMR-M55.060.075.075.080.075.050.075.085.080.080.080.050.070.080.075.080.075.0RSVmRMR84.268.468.463.263.268.479.068.468.463.257.968.484.268.457.957.957.957.9F-statistic79.063.268.463.263.263.279.068.479.073.757.968.484.273.779.068.468.463.2ReliefF73.747.436.831.636.842.168.468.479.052.647.447.468.468.452.647.447.442.1MT-LASSO79.057.952.647.457.957.979.089.573.763.257.952.679.073.757.952.652.657.9TMRMR-C79.084.273.784.284.284.279.084.284.284.284.284.279.084.279.089.584.284.2TMRMR-M79.084.284.273.773.773.779.084.284.284.284.284.279.073.784.273.779.079.0AveragemRMR61.061.666.970.568.872.259.661.670.064.667.873.359.359.764.264.564.870.4F-statistic59.366.880.675.575.577.459.675.379.179.377.380.857.774.079.180.677.281.1ReliefF61.149.854.154.459.761.563.057.167.163.661.967.258.863.063.965.867.265.4MT-LASSO57.359.559.768.868.772.661.271.766.169.971.768.059.370.359.568.974.277.6TMRMR-C**78.088.1**84.6**86.489.786.474.486.489.791.489.788.1**72.4**86.4**86.0**89.5**84.4**86.4**TMRMR-M**78.0**81.4**86.4**82.984.682.9**74.4**84.4**89.7**88.188.1**88.174.4**81.2**86.1**80.9**86.3**84.7Bold represents the best average accuracy

For each *m* value, we tested whether the proposed TMRMR-C approach (which outperformed the TMRMR-M) statistically significantly outperforms other methods. For this purpose, we applied Welch's t-test on the results given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and found that the accuracy of the proposed TMRMR-C method is statistically more significant than other four baseline methods in 17 out of 24 cases (*α*=0.05).

Results given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} are depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In this figure the accuracy is plotted as a function of *m* for all classifiers and for all datasets. This figure clearly shows that in most cases both, TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M approaches, outperform baseline methods for most values of *m*. This figure also shows that, among the four tested baseline feature selection approaches, F-statistic outperformed the others in most cases including mRMR. Since mRMR uses F-statistic as a measure of relevance we can conclude that minimum redundancy condition, calculated as a Pearson correlation coefficient, hurts its performance. On the other hand, the proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M methods achieved highest accuracy by combining relevance, calculated as an average F-statistic value across different time steps, with redundancy, calculated by employing DTW and thus succeeded to capture some additional information hidden in temporal characteristics of the data. Fig. 4Classification accuracy obtained by using 5-fold cross validation procedure on the three gene expression datasets: H3N2 (*left*), HRV (*middle*) and RSV (*right*). Results are given for the three classifiers: KNN (*top*), NB (*middle*) and SVM (*down*)

The accuracy of the DTW algorithm may degrade considerably when operating on expression profiles with not enough data points which is often the case in gene expression datasets. This may limit the applicability of the proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M algorithms in such cases and, for this purpose, we performed analysis on how reducing the number of time points affects performance of the proposed methods comparing to baseline approaches. We repeated the same evaluation procedure but with reduced number of time points *T*=3, *T*=5 and *T*=7 for all three datasets. We select the following time points for evaluation purposes: initial time point, end time point and equally distant time points between them (e.g. *t* ~1~, *t* ~*T*/2~, *t* ~*T*~). Due to the space limitation, in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} we show only results averaged over all datasets. The obtained results show that the reduction of time points did not affect the performance of the TMRMR-C algorithm, which outperformed all alternatives in all cases (for all classifiers and for all *T* and *m* values). On the other hand, the TMRMR-M algorithm showed improvement in all but 3 cases from which 2 occurred when the number of time points was set to 3 (*T*=3) and the remaining one occurred when the number of time points was set to 5 (*T*=5). This confirms the fact that a limited number of time points negatively affects the DTW approach and consequently the TMRMR-M algorithm, nevertheless, the proposed method showed improvement in most cases when comparing to baseline approaches. This leads to the conclusion that in cases with a limited number of time points the TMRMR-C approach, which is computationally more expensive, might be more appropriate than the TMRMR-M approach. Fig. 5Average classification accuracy over all datasets obtained in a 5-fold cross validation procedure. Results are given for a different number of time points used for both feature selection and classifiers training: *T*=3, *T*=5, *T*=7 and *T*=*T* ~*all*~ where *T* ~*all*~∈{16,14,21} Table 3Evaluation of feature selection methods on H3N2, HRV and RSV datasets using the top m genes and reduced number of time points (T=3, T=5 and T=7). Values represent average accuracy on the three datasets obtained by using five-fold cross validation procedureFeatureKNNNBSVMselectionNumber of featuresNumber of featuresNumber of featuresmethod110203040501102030405011020304050T=3mRMR75.876.679.080.877.375.574.480.282.380.673.877.172.576.585.684.277.077.0F-statistic75.884.182.384.285.985.974.485.882.184.185.783.874.287.580.383.785.586.0ReliefF58.676.779.275.774.077.660.878.575.278.980.679.160.875.375.877.481.179.1MT-LASSO61.671.076.873.772.073.864.166.075.276.576.778.667.869.980.575.574.079.2TMRMR-C**91.389.786.0**86.389.7**89.786.1**88.1**91.588.087.8**86.1**89.789.489.4**88.089.4**89.7**TMRMR-M**91.3**87.885.7**88.091.3**88.0**86.188.2**86.086.0**87.887.8**87.785.884.1**89.791.4**88.1T=5mRMR61.169.869.975.476.977.061.573.571.866.673.775.464.973.368.173.879.077.2F-statistic61.180.680.677.280.882.661.584.284.184.184.185.764.984.180.679.078.984.3ReliefF55.369.765.070.674.077.755.671.275.377.277.179.157.072.072.170.472.070.1MT-LASSO49.855.863.170.769.072.453.865.062.173.376.973.851.568.070.477.774.476.1TMRMR-C83.0**89.789.788.086.384.677.989.788.188.189.789.7**81.3**91.388.086.387.686.4**TMRMR-M**84.7**86.388.084.782.781.0**77.9**88.186.486.484.786.4**83.0**88.0**88.0**82.886.184.4T=7mRMR67.376.377.076.776.681.865.366.169.170.772.378.467.180.076.576.580.183.6F-statistic65.585.683.687.387.589.365.383.885.483.589.187.167.184.089.189.189.387.6ReliefF63.760.561.365.261.867.469.076.776.972.373.974.267.373.873.776.070.768.8MT-LASSO63.376.581.982.384.284.267.372.774.180.282.175.169.079.883.784.184.186.1TMRMR-C**87.7**89.691.3**91.391.391.387.7**91.3**91.3**91.393.0**94.7**87.789.793.091.3**94.891.3**TMRMR-M**87.791.391.4**89.687.8**91.387.793.191.393.093.1**91.3**87.893.094.793.1**89.6**91.3**Bold represents the best average accuracy

Gene ontology over-representation analysis {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------

We have performed gene ontology over-representation analysis to find gene ontology (GO) terms that are over-represented within the subset of selected genes. For this purpose we used annotations for the top 50 genes selected by the TMRMR-C algorithm from each of the three datasets used in this study (the full list of selected genes, together with error bars for the two groups, symptomatic and asymptomatic, is given in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Selected genes from each dataset were independently submitted to the PANTHER (protein annotation through evolutionary relationship) classification system (<http://www.pantherdb.org/>) which extracted significantly over-represented biological processes. For each of the three datasets, the top 5 GO terms are reported in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The last column in the table is *p*-value corrected based on the Bonferroni procedure. Table 4Top 5 GO terms over-represented in the top 50 genes selected by the TMRMR-C algorithm from H3N2, HRV and RSV datasetsDatasetGO IDGO biological process*P*-valueH3N2GO:0060337Type I interferon signaling pathway6.17E--23GO:0071357Cellular response to type I interferon6.17E--23GO:0034340Response to type I interferon1.55E--22GO:0051607Defense response to virus2.52E--22GO:0009615Response to virus6.85E-21HRVGO:0060337Type I interferon signaling pathway2.51E--18GO:0071357Cellular response to type I interferon2.51E--18GO:0034340Response to type I interferon5.56E--18GO:0009615Response to virus2.08E--15GO:0051607Defense response to virus1.07E--14RSVGO:0070269Pyroptosis1.46E--03GO:0002376Immune system process1.93E--03GO:0006955Immune response1.95E--03GO:0045087Innate immune response3.68E--03GO:0006952Defense response6.96E--03

We can see from Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} that most of GO terms that are over-represented in all datasets are related to immune response to viral infection. This is consistent with the fact that the three gene expression datasets originate from human viral challenge studies where human volunteers were infected with H3N2 influenza, rhinovirus (HRV) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), respectively.

Robustness {#Sec12}
----------

In order to compare robustness of the proposed TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M feature selection methods with other baseline approaches used in this study, we calculated the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (*ρ*), Tanimoto distance (*T* ~*dist*~) and number of features shared across all folds of the 5-fold cross validation procedure (*N* ~*shared*~) for the top 50 selected features (*m*=50). For each method, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the average value of each stability measure across all datasets (H3N2, HRV and RSV) and across all tested numbers of time points (*T*=3, *T*=5, *T*=7 and *T*=*T* ~*all*~, where *T* ~*all*~∈{16,14,21}). This figure clearly shows that, on average, the TMRMR-C feature selection method is the most stable one according to each of the three measures (*N* ~*shared*~=15, *ρ*=0.40 and *T* ~*dist*~=0.33). The second most stable method is ReliefF (*N* ~*shared*~=10.08, *ρ*=0.36 and *T* ~*dist*~=0.32) which appears to be more stable than the TMRMR-M algorithm (*N* ~*shared*~=9.66, *ρ*=0.31 and *T* ~*dist*~=0.25), while the least stable method is mRMR (*N* ~*shared*~=2.16, *ρ*=0.03 and *T* ~*dist*~=0.12). Since both the mRMR and the TMRMR-C algorithms are based on maximum relevance and minimum redundancy criteria, we can conclude that combining relevance, calculated as an average F-statistic value across different time steps, with redundancy, calculated by employing DTW significantly improves robustness for temporal data. Fig. 6Robustness analysis. The average values of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (*ρ*), Tanimoto distance (*T* ~*dist*~) and number of features shared across all folds (*N* ~*shared*~) for all experiments (all datasets and all tested number of time points)

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

We presented filter-based feature selection methods for temporal gene expression data. The proposed methods utilize the maximum relevance and minimum redundancy criteria which were originally introduced by the mRMR algorithm. In order to handle multivariate temporal data without previous data flattening we modified the evaluation procedure for relevance and redundancy. Concretely, in the proposed methods we calculate the relevance of a gene by averaging F-statistic values calculated across individual time steps and redundancy between genes by using dynamical time warping. The proposed methods have been tested on three temporal gene expression datasets from viral studies. We showed that TMRMR-C and TMRMR-M proposed methods outperformed alternatives in most cases. In addition, we evaluated the proposed approaches on a reduced number of time points and showed that they achieved improvement in most cases when compared to alternatives. In the future, we will focus on optimization of minimum-redundancy-maximum-relevance criteria and investigate applicability of various optimization algorithms, other than greedy search used in this study.

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec14}

Additional file 1Supplementary materials. The supplementary PDF file contains relevant information omitted from the main manuscript such as: (1) the ranked list of the top 50 genes selected by the TMRMR-C approach for H3N2, HRV and RSV datasets, respectively and (2) error bars for the two groups, symptomatic and asymptomatic, for the top genes selected from the three datasets. (DOCX 240 kb)

DTW

:   Dynamical time warping

GO

:   Gene ontology

H3N2

:   H3N2 influenza virus

HRV

:   Rhinovirus

KNN

:   K-nearest neighbors

MID

:   Mutual Information difference criterion

MIQ

:   Mutual Information quotient criterion

mRMR

:   Maximum relevance minimum redundancy algorithm

MT-LASSO

:   multi-task Lasso

NB

:   Naive bayes classifier

PANTHER

:   Protein annotation through evolutionary relationship

RSV

:   Respiratory syncytial virus

SVM

:   Support vector machine

TMRMR

:   Temporal minimum redundancy maximum relevance feature selection method
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